We present high-resolution single crystal time-of-flight neutron scattering measurements on the candidate quantum spin liquid pyrochlore Tb2Ti2O7 at low temperature and in a magnetic field. At ∼70 mK and in zero field, Tb2Ti2O7 reveals diffuse magnetic elastic scattering at ( ) positions in reciprocal space, consistent with short-range correlated regions based on a two-in, two-out spin ice configuration on a doubled conventional unit cell. This elastic scattering is separated from very low-energy magnetic inelastic scattering by an energy gap of ∼ 0.06-0.08 meV. The elastic signal disappears under the application of small magnetic fields and upon elevating temperature. Pinchpoint-like elastic diffuse scattering is observed near (1,1,1) and (0,0,2) in zero field at ∼70 mK, in agreement with Fennell et al.
1 , supporting the quantum spin ice interpretation of Tb2Ti2O7. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Geometrically frustrated magnets have been intensely studied over the course of the last decade due to the rich variety of unconventional ground states they display 2 . In particular, the magnetic rare-earth titanate pyrochlore oxides with the chemical formula R 2 Ti 2 O 7 have received considerable attention 3 . In this structure, trivalent R 3+ rare-earth metal ions occupy a network of corner-sharing tetrahedra known as the pyrochlore lattice, which is the prototypical example of geometric frustration in three dimensions. The interplay between exchange and dipolar interactions with crystal-field (CF) induced anisotropy on the underlying pyrochlore lattice leads to a variety of exotic phenomena. These include ground state selection by order-by-disorder 4, 5 , as well as classical [6] [7] [8] [9] and quantum spin ice [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] physics. Tb 2 Ti 2 O 7 has attracted much interest as a potential experimental realization of a quantum spin liquid 16 , based on its lack of long range order (LRO) down to at least 50 mK 17 23, 24 as the cause underlying its failure to order.
In this paper, we report new neutron scattering measurements on single crystalline Tb 2 Ti 2 O 7 that elucidate the nature of its ground state. Our measurements were performed in zero field and in magnetic fields applied along two high-symmetry directions in the pyrochlore lattice. The zero field measurements reveal short-range AF spin ice correlations extending over roughly two conventional unit cells, characterized by elastic diffuse scattering around ( The previously reported checkerboard-pattern of diffuse scattering 25, 26 is now resolved as low-energy inelastic scattering for 0.06 meV < E < 0.6 meV, while the higherenergy inelastic scattering regime for 0.8 meV < E < 2.0 meV is dominated by CF excitations, in agreement with earlier studies 19, 27 . A model of the elastic scattering intensity involving 128 spins in a doubled conventional unit cell is presented. A fit of this model to the observed peak intensities suggests that the Tb 3+ moments form a short ranged AF ordered spin ice configuration with spins tilted ∼12
• from their local <111> axes. Finally, pinch-point like diffuse elastic scattering is observed near (0,0,2) in zero field. These results suggest that Tb 2 Ti 2 O 7 may well form a long range ordered (LRO) equilibrium state based on this spin ice-derived structure at lower temperatures, although this might require more pristine samples than are currently available.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The single crystal sample of Tb 2 Ti 2 O 7 used for both neutron scattering measurements was grown using the optical floating zone technique at McMaster University 28, 29 . It is the same single crystal used in an earlier study by Rule et al. 26 . Time-of-flight neutron scattering measurements were performed using the disk-chopper spectrometer DCS 30 at the NIST Center for Neutron Research and the LET spectrometer 31 at the ISIS Spallation Neutron Source. For the DCS measurements, incident neutrons of energy E i =3.27 meV were employed, giving an energy resolution of 0.1 meV. The sample was carefully aligned with the [1-10] direction vertical to within 0.5
• , such that the [H,H,L] plane was coincident with the horizontal scattering plane. In the LET experiment, high resolution measurements using E i =2.32 meV gave an energy resolution of 0.02 meV. At LET, the sample was aligned with the Figure 1(b) shows the low-lying inelastic scattering for 0.1 meV < E < 0.6 meV. Within our energy resolution, this scattering appears to be nearly quasielastic and forms the distinct checkerboard pattern observed previously 25 with highest intensities near (0,0,2) and
Interestingly, this feature has boundaries formed by the (
2 ) diffuse elastic scattering. The higher energy inelastic scattering for 1.0 meV < E < 1.8 meV is shown in Fig. 1(c) . This intensity results from excitations to the lowest excited CF doublet states at ∆ ∼1.2 meV. Figure 1(d) shows the intensity around the (
2 ) position as a function of energy for selected magnetic fields. The zero field data nicely illustrate the three distinct energy regimes that are mapped in reciprocal space in Figs. 1(a)-1(c) . Under the application of a 2 T field, the zero field elastic scattering at the (
2 ) and related positions drops to one-seventh of the initial intensity, as the elastic magnetic scattering has been eliminated, leaving only nuclear incoherent scattering at the (
2 ) position. The low-lying inelastic scattering displays a clear peak at ∼0.2 meV at 2 T. This feature moves to higher energies and fades in intensity in larger magnetic fields. The broad, higher energy inelastic scattering from the CF excitations also splits in the presence of a [1-10] magnetic field, forming spin wave bands which were previously reported 26 .
-0. > ordered spin ice". The spins are tilted from their local <111> axes by ∼12
• .
The new elastic diffuse scattering at ( 2 ) and related wavevectors can be well described by a model based on a "two-in, two-out" spin ice arrangement that extends over two conventional unit cells in all three dimensions, leading to a supercell composed of eight conventional unit cells. This model takes into account a) the observed phase shift of π between neighboring unit cells giving rise to scattering at ( Fig. 3 c) . Note that the black spins are reversed in their neighboring cell (grey spins) along the x or y directions.
We calculate the neutron scattering intensity S(Q) that is proportional to the square of the transverse component of the magnetic structure factor |M ⊥ (Q)| 2 = |Q×M(Q)×Q| 2 with M(Q) = j f j (Q).m j .e iQ·rj , where j runs over the 128 spins in the supercell. S(Q) is then averaged over all three spin ice domains. This calculation includes the magnetic form factor f j (Q) for Tb 3+ and allows for direct comparison with experimental data 32 . In order to determine the deviation of the local structure from an ideal two-in, two-out scenario, we fit the calculated intensity to that at the nine ( (Fig. 3 a) ) is shown in Fig. 3 b) . The calculated magnetic structure factor reproduces the net intensities of the diffuse ( The elongation of the calculated diffuse scattering is a result of the finite size of the assumed spin arrangement (128 spins) for which we calculated the Fourier transform. The best-fit spin configuration has all spins canted by ∼12
• from their local <111> axis with a reduction of the magnetic moment along the local z axis. Our fitting results are not very sensitive to the canting of the other two spin components. We show the resulting spin arrangement in Fig. 3 d) 33 , may also be relevant. We note that the spin canting angle from the local <111> axis is similar to the ∼ 13
• spin cant observed in the ferromagnetic "ordered spin ice" phase in Tb 2 Sn 2 O 7 34,35 . We further note that a q=( 2 ) wavevectors, and a large magnetic field such as µ 0 H=7 T, pushes all inelastic magnetic scattering to higher energies, leaving our energy range of interest (≤0.6 meV) empty. Consequently our T=66 mK and µ 0 H=7 T data set serves as an excellent background for all the magnetic scattering of interest here. Figure 4 shows elastic scattering, binned between -0.02 meV < E < 0.02 meV for four different conditions of 2 ) position for different fields and temperatures, again using a T=66 mK and µ 0 H=7 T data set as a background. As seen in Fig.  4 e), the (-
2 ) elastic scattering can be completely removed at low temperatures by an applied field of 0.25 T along , confirming that it is magnetic and of the same origin as the elastic scattering shown in Figs. 1, 2 , and 3. The elastic scattering also vanishes by T = 1.5 K, indicating that it is likely related to the broad hump in specific heat observed at 0.4 K in many samples 19, [37] [38] [39] [40] . We note that earlier neutron measurements using DCS on this same single crystal sample did not observe this ( Figure 5 shows energy vs. wavevector slices of these same S(Q, E) data under the same conditions as were relevant for the elastic scattering maps in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 , this inelastic data has employed a background data set at T=66 mK and µ 0 H=7 T. The data set at T=66 mK and zero field in Fig. 5 a) shows elastic scattering characteristic of the diffuse antiferromagnetic spin ice short range order. This elastic scattering is separated from a gapped continuum of inelastic scattering which extends from ∼ 0.06 meV out to ∼ 0.4 meV. Some magnetic inelastic spectral weight appears to exist within the gap, but this spectral weight is clearly strongly suppressed compared with that near the peak in the inelastic spectrum near ∼ 0.08 meV. Application of a small field of 0.25 T at 66 mK, as is shown in Fig. 5 b) , completely suppresses the elastic magnetic scattering at ( Fig. 4 b) , but the low energy inelastic magnetic scattering below 0.2 meV is also strongly suppressed. Data at higher temperatures and zero field are shown in Fig. 5 c) for T=1.5 K and Fig. 5 d) for T=60 K. The inelastic scattering at 1.5 K is taken at sufficiently low temperature (below |Θ CW |=|-19 K|) to still be within the cooperative paramagnetic regime. This 1.5 K data set shows the absence of (
2 ) elastic magnetic scattering and an ungapped quasielastic magnetic spectrum. The data set at T=60 K and zero field in Fig.  5 d) is taken well into the fully paramagnetic phase. Its inelastic spectrum is also ungapped and quasielastic, and the overall bandwidth of the magnetic inelastic spectrum has softened by a factor of ∼ 1.5 relative to that shown in Fig. 5 a) for T=66 mK and zero field.
The similarities and differences between the inelastic magnetic spectrum in the presence and absence of the ( that resolution-limited elastic magnetic scattering is only present for T=66 mK and zero field. The inelastic magnetic spectrum at this base temperature and zero field clearly peaks near 0.08 meV and is strongly suppressed at lower energies. The contrast between this gapped inelastic spectrum at 66mK and zero field and the quasielastic scattering at higher temperature at T=1.5K, but still low compared with Θ CW is clear from Fig. 5 e) . The inset to Fig. 5 e) shows the dynamic susceptibility, χ (Q, E), which is related to S(Q, E) through the Bose factor:
We estimate the spin gap energy at ∼0.06-0.08 meV. The appearance of the gapped structure in the low energy magnetic excitation spectrum of Tb 2 Ti 2 O 7 is clearly tightly correlated with the appearance of strong (
2 ) elastic magnetic Bragg scattering, which arises due to the formation of a SRO AF spin ice structure, as shown in Figs. 3 c) and d) .
The clear presence of the ∼0.06-0.08 meV gap separating the low energy inelastic scattering (0.06-0.6 meV) from the elastic scattering due to the SRO AF spin ice scattering at (
2 ) wavevectors confirms that three distinct regimes of magnetic scattering exist at low temperatures: elastic, low-energy inelastic, and "high"-energy inelastic scattering due to the excited CF doublet at energies of ∼ 1 meV (see Fig. 1 d) Figure 6 shows these correlations, most notably around (0,0,2), as they appear in the elastic scattering at T = 0.07 K and (a) zero field, and with a (b) 2 T magnetic field applied along [1-10]. shows diffuse scattering along the <0,0,L> direction under application of a µ0H = 2 T field, which might originate from anisotropic exchange. Both data sets show elastic scattering for -0.1 meV < E < 0.1 meV and are displayed on a logarithmic intensity scale (compared to a linear scale in Fig. 1 ).
Our pinch-point diffuse scattering near (0,0,2) is qualitatively similar to that observed in Fig. 2a) of Fennell et al.
1 . As shown in Fig. 6 , we observe "rods" of scattering along the <0,0,L> and <H,H,H> directions, which appear to be modulated by pinch points near the zone centers at (1,1,1), (1,1,3 ) and near (0,0,2). In a 2 T field applied along [1-10], all elastic scattering at ( 2 ) elastic SRO scattering, presaging a transition to LRO, has not previously been observed. This is likely due to the low onset temperature of this scattering: for example Rule et al. 26 previously studied the same single crystal with the same instrumental conditions at DCS, but at temperatures of 400 mK and above, without seeing this scattering. In fact, tripleaxis measurements by Yasui et al. 44 do show evidence for a peak at ( 2 ) at T = 0.4 K (Fig. 2 in Ref. 44) , however this feature was not pursued further in subsequent studies. Diffraction experiments, such as that by Gardner et al. 25 , would be problematic due to integration over elastic and low-energy inelastic scattering, which we show in Fig. 1 to have very different Q dependencies.
In conclusion, new neutron scattering measurements on Tb 2 Ti 2 O 7 at T = 0.07 K in zero field have revealed elastic diffuse scattering at ( 2 ) positions characteristic of short-range AF spin ice correlations extending over roughly two conventional pyrochlore unit cells. This elastic scattering is separated by a gap of ∼0.06-0.08 meV from low lying inelastic scattering, and can be quantitatively described based on an ordered two-in, two-out local spin ice structure with a spin canting angle of ∼ 12
• . This development of AF spin ice correlations in Tb 2 Ti 2 O 7 is characteristic of a strong tendency to form the corresponding LRO state which does not occur either because the temperature is not sufficiently low, or due to weak disorder in the samples, as has been recently characterized in other exotic pyrochlore magnets 33 , or both. Following completion of this work, we became aware of two preprints reporting related neutron work on single crystal 45 
